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The Daily Star- Front Page

Myanmar on Cusp of A Civil War: Another refugee influx on horizon?

• In mid-April, the elected NLD MPs, representatives from different ethnic minority groups, 
including Karen, Kachin, Mon, Karenni, Chin, Kayan, and independent MPs, formed the National 
Unity Government (NUG) with Win Myint as the president and Aung San Suu Kyi as the State 
Counsellor.

•
The shadow government is seeking international recognition and bringing together pro-
democratic forces, including numerous ethnic rebel groups, to reverse the military takeover.

• It also formed an armed wing named "People's Defense Force" (PDF) to launch a revolution 
against the military junta and signed an agreement with the rebel Chin National Front in this 
regard.

BCS Written Syllabus-International Affairs-part 

Section A-Conceptual Issues

Topic-Serial 03, Power and Security-Power, national power, balance of power, disarmament, arms 
control, geopolitics, terrorism.
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Rohingya Crisis

Repatriation the Ultimate Solution 

Civil society groups at Refugee Day webinar urge int’l community to redouble 
pressure on Myanmar

Hot Terms- Two- Track Diplomacy

BCS Written Syllabus-International Affairs-part 

• Section A-Conceptual Issues

• Topic-Serial 02, Actors in the World

• Topic-Serial 03, Power and Security



The Daily Star-International
1. Iran nuke talks adjourned

Israel’s warns world against deal with ‘hangmen regime’

• Notes-The Islamic Republic's arch-enemy, Israel, yesterday condemned Raisi's election. 

• New Prime Minister Naftali Bennett said it would be a "regime of brutal hangmen" with which world 
powers should not negotiate a new nuclear accord.

2. Taliban on Afghan Future, Peace, Women’s Rights --‘Islamic system’ only way

Hot Terms- "genuine Islamic system" 

• Talks between the militants and the Afghan government have been deadlocked for month

• Fears are also growing that if the Taliban return to power, they will reimpose their harsh version of 
Islamic law, under which girls were banned from school and women accused of crimes such as adultery 
were stoned to death in stadiums.

• the Taliban "would roll back much" of the progress made in Afghan women's rights if the Islamist 
extremists regained national power.

BCS Written Syllabus-International Affairs-part -Section A-Conceptual IssuesTopic-Serial 02, Actors in 
the World—modern state, types of state, sovereignty, non-state actors, international institutions, 
relations between state and non-state actors.



The Daily Star-International

Pak, Indian NSAs to attend SCO meeting-

Notes-There would be no dialogue with India till it revoked its Aug 5, 2019, action of 
annexing Occupied Kahmir.

Hot Terms- National Security Advisors ,Shanghai Cooperation Organisation, Pakistan’s Foreign Minister Shah 
Mahmood Qureshi

BCS Written Syllabus-International Affairs-part ,Section A-Conceptual Issues

Topic-Serial 02, Actors in the World—modern state, types of state, sovereignty, non-state actors, international 
institutions, relations between state and non-state actors.

Topic-Serial 03, Power and Security-Power, national power, balance of power, disarmament, arms control, 
geopolitics, terrorism.

Topic-Serial 04, Major Ideas and Ideologies-,,,,neo-colonialism,,,,,, globalization and new world order.

Section –B,-Empirical Issues 

Topic-Serial 02-Foreign Relations of Major Powers



In Focus
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INTERNATIONAL DAY FOR THE ELIMINATION OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE IN 
CONFLICT 2021

• History and the 

Birangona

The ethics of 

representing narratives 

of sexual violence of the 1971 Bangladesh war



Editorial-page-10
Why do bureaucrats always get the blame?

Criticising civil bureaucrats has become a trend for journalists.

Hot Terms-

1. the role of civil servants under the Constitution of Bangladesh.

2. Politicians, mostly ministers, formulate policies and civil servants implement 
these policies.

3. The reason the Prime Minister asked secretaries to take over relief distribution 
from MPs was because of widespread corruption in it. This was reported by all 
newspapers. Once the secretaries took over, the relief distribution was efficient, 
and the poor received what was meant for them. But no newspaper reported 
this.

4. There is no reason the top jobs of the Public Service Commission (PSC) should go 
to academics



Editorial-page-10
Why do bureaucrats always get the blame?

Criticising civil bureaucrats has become a trend for journalists.

Hot Terms-

6. It may be popular to blame bureaucrats. The trut5. That is why professors have failed so miserably 
as administrators (vice chancellors) of public universities. It may be news to you that in India, 
bureaucrats are often appointed vice chancellors of central universities such as Jamia Millia Islamia, 
Delhi University, Aligarh Muslim University, Banaras Hindu University, Jawaharlal Nehru University and 
so on. It may be even more surprising that the central Indian government feels quite comfortable 
appointing joint secretaries in these roles.

h is that a country needs an efficient bureaucracy to run the affairs of the government and serve the 
public. Politicians should formulate policies. Professors should teach. Civil servants should govern.

7.A skilled and efficient bureaucracy is a fundamental pillar of democracy.

BCS Written Syllabus Bangladesh Affaris Part--

Topic Serial-4,,,Economy ,,, Society,, Literature,,,Poverty Alleviation, Visio 2021, GDP, NNP, GNP,,,,
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ROAD TO FREEDOM: THIS DAY IN BANGLADESH LIBERATION WAR HISTORY

Decision on aid postponed

• FOUR RAJSHAHI UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS SHOT DEAD

• Four eminent scientists and scholars of Rajshahi University were shot dead by Pakistani troops a few days ago 
after they reported for duty on an assurance of personal safety. 

• Those killed are Dr Raquib, head of the Department of Applied Physics, Dr Saleh Ahmed, reader in statistics, 
Professor Habibur Rahman, reader in mathematics and Dr Abdul Haque, reader in law.

• The head of the Department of Bangla of the university Dr Mazharul Islam described in Kolkata on June 17, 
1971 that in the last week of May, the university authority issued an appeal to all professors to rejoin duly, 
assuring them personal security. 

• When the four professors returned to the campus from their hiding they were rounded up by troops at night, 
taken to the cantonment and shot dead, he added.

BCS Written Syllabus Bangladesh Affairs-part,

• Topic-Serial 16-

• The Liberation War and its Background—
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